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Equipment Repair Program
The Repair Team:
Launch 3 Telecom approaches repair from a Reverse-Engineering angle with the motto: "A
Circuit Board is Just a Circuit Board" regardless of its original/platform (aerospace, banking,
telecom, etc.). We don't care who makes it or what it comes out of; if it is defective and out of
warranty send it to us!
Our team of repair engineers has 25 years experience in solid state circuitry. We have worked
on a large variety of systems such as Computer, Network, NASA (flight systems) and giant IBM
Reader-Sorter machines in the banking industry. Our work is in the 'Post OEM Warranty' period
as products become Legacy/EO. No system tests
are performed in the Lab, but a strong repair track record of over 23,000 P/Ns speaks for itself.
We make the process for repair as simple as possible. Contact us in the "Request Repair
Order" Form. Our repair team will review the part number that needs repairing and quote a
price. Once price is agreed upon, we will provide an RMA number that should be labeled on the
package with your repaired product. Most repairs have an approximate 3-4 week turnaround
and come with a 6-month warranty. Your repair will be sent with a complimentary repair report.
This process allows us to accomplish our customer's repair requests and provide
competitive pricing.
Launch 3 Telecom repair services are available for the following categories
?? Circuit boards
?? Rectifiers
?? Antennas and dishes
?? Automatic protection switches
?? Base station controllers
?? Cabinets
?? Cell on wheels
?? Cellular antennas
?? CDMA
?? Coax and waveguide cable
?? Combiners
?? Dehydrators
?? Duplexers
?? Filters
?? Linear power equipment
?? Microcells
?? Metrocells
?? Modcells
?? Minicells
?? Microwave radios – licensed and unlicensed
?? MTSO equipment
?? Flexent
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?? Autoplex
?? Power amplifiers
?? Processors
?? Repeaters
?? Shelters and outdoor cabinets
?? Spread spectrum radios
?? Switches
?? Test and measurement equipment
?? Transceivers
?? SONET / SDH
?? Central Office Power Supplies
We repair DAS (Distributed Antennae Systems), making our lab an excellent source for BDAS,
Repeaters, Combiners and twoway RADIOS.
Manufactures we are familiar with:
?? Lucent
?? Alcatel
?? Alcatel-Lucent
?? Tellabs
?? Nokia
?? Cisco
?? Siemens
?? Calix
?? Fujitsu
?? Nortel
?? Juniper
?? Adtran
?? Emerson
?? Eltek
?? Carrier Access
?? Emerson
?? Argus
?? ECI
?? Tadiran
Contact Allison@launch3.net for a quote or call 877-878-9134 and ask for sales.
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